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Abstract: Secure data transmission in ad hoc related wireless 

networks is an aggressive concept in present node to node 

communication. Secure energy trade-off between different node 

communication is also major challenge in wireless ad hoc 

networks. To provide efficient communication with secure data 

aware between nodes in ad hoc wireless networks. So that in this 

paper proposes and introduces Advanced Secure Energy Aware 

Trade-off Model (ASEATM) for energy trade results in wireless 

ad hoc networks, also use Elliptic curve cryptography to describe/ 

provide source authentication with respect to efficient 

communication in wireless networks. Our experimental results 

show efficient secure communication in wireless ad hoc networks 

with comparison to existing approaches in real time scenario.  

Index Terms: Wireless ad hoc networks, secure 

communication, energy consumption, elliptic curve cryptography, 

data transmission. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data transmission plays out a key part in upsetting 

unlawful and harming data from being submitted in 

frameworks to spare the profitable pointer vitality in 

wireless ad hoc networks. Thus, numerous affirmation 

methods have been proposed in scholarly attempts to give 

message validity and unwavering quality affirmation for 

remote pointer frameworks these strategies can for the most 

part be partitioned into two classifications: open key focused 

systems and symmetric-key focused procedures. The 

symmetric-key focused methodology needs convoluted key 

administration, don't have of versatility, and isn't enduring to 

enormous quantities of hub deal strikes since the substance 

messaged and the beneficiary needs to talk about a master 

key between nodes. Master key is used as message 

authentication code to acquire data from one node to other 

node present in wireless ad hoc networks. For efficient data 

transmission, believe that to improve the quality of service 

to affirm at each node with master which is also circulated 

key for source authentication, which is also connected with 

different clients. An attacker node doesn’t contain any key 

to access data from other node via multicast routing 

scenarios in real time wireless networks. To discuss about 

this issue, key based polynomial linear data representation is 

required, main idea behind this data transmission, master 

key is used to identify the node which is relate to same 

network and update the communication of each node in 

polynomial way.  
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Approach used in this specification with master key 

relates to define communication exactly from one to other at 

each point in wireless networks. The propelled hubs affirm 

the believability of the substance through a polynomial 

appraisal. In any case, when the assortment of data passed 

on is bigger than the cutoff, the polynomial can be 

completely recovered and the framework is totally harmed. 

An elective arrangement was recommended in [6] to battle 

the attacker to handle communication in polynomial data 

evaluation. Main idea behind implementation of aggregation 

to factor to describe polynomial selection of nodes with 

efficient communication between nodes in fixed network. In 

any case, greater part of people uncovers that the novel 

aggravation can be totally removed the polynomial utilizing 

mistake rectifying rule procedures. So that to provide 

efficient communication in ad hoc networks, in this paper, 

propose Advanced Secure Energy Aware Trade-off Model 

(ASEATM) for energy trade results in wireless ad hoc 

networks, also use Elliptic curve cryptography to describe/ 

provide source authentication with respect to efficient 

transmission in wireless networks. Main contribution of this 

approach is as follows: 

a) Introduce ECC in source validation based security 

insurance progressively remote correspondence to 

characterize continuous productivity. ECC methodology for 

Source cryptography. 

b) We propose an advancement of the ASETM which 

enables us to acquire hazardous program investigation as a 

feature of strategy productivity examination.  

c) Also discuss about elliptic curve cryptography to 

explore and access different node communication in 

wireless networks. 

d) Experimental results describe efficient 

communication in networks. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Many research endeavors have been committed for 

creating vitality productive directing calculations. Hub's 

vitality is limited during dynamic correspondence as well as 

when they are in dormant state. Transmission power control 

and burden appropriation are two methodologies used to 

limit the dynamic correspondence vitality of individual hubs 

and rest/shut down mode to limit vitality of hubs during 

inertia. In transmission power control approach picking a 

high transmission power decreases the quantity of sending 

hubs expected to come to the required goal, yet makes over 

the top obstruction in a medium that is usually shared 

whereas,  
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choosing a lower transmission power decreases the 

impedance seen by potential transmitters yet bundles require 

all the more sending hubs to arrive at their required goal.  

The particular objective of the heap appropriation 

approach [13-15] is to adjust the vitality use of every single 

versatile hub by choosing a course with underutilized hubs 

instead of choosing the most limited course [5, 6, 8]. Some 

exploration recommendations dependent on transmission 

power control are examined in [3, 4]. Stream Augmentation 

Routing (FAR) [9] finds the ideal steering way in a static 

system, for a given source–goal pair that limits the entirety 

of connection costs along the way. Online Max-Min 

Directing (OMM) [10] for remote specially appointed 

systems streamlines the network specification of individual 

nodes by amplifying the negligible remaining force, which 

averts the event of over-burden hubs. Power-mindful 

Localized Routing (PLR) [11] is a restricted, completely 

circulated vitality mindful steering calculation, with the 

supposition that a source hub has the area data of its 

neighbors and the goal. The fundamental objective of 

Minimum Energy Routing (MER) [12] isn't to give vitality 

proficient ways however to make the given way vitality 

effective by modifying the transmission control only enough 

to reach to the following bounce hub. The creators in [3] 

researches the effect of variable range power control on 

physical layer and system layer availability and 

demonstrates that variable range expands organize life time 

over normal range transmission.  

III. ASEATM IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE 

Main idea behind this implementation is introduced, 

sender sends data then receiver node describes concept of 

source node authenticator based on message authentication 

node implemented in message encrypted system on elliptic 

curve approach. For efficient communication in networks to 

describe and detect forgery associated node from all the 

nodes in network. In this proposed approach i.e. ASEATM 

use the procedure of SAMA to identify normal and 

abnormal nodes as well, it describe signature verification of 

each node without any prior knowledge to define data 

communication in wireless ad hoc networks 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography Schema 

For example p>3, related odd related primary numbers. ECC 

is defined as follows:  

 
2 3: mod ,EC b a ax x p= + +  

Where x,y belongs to Fp and 6x3+27y2 = 0 mod p. 

Combination of set EC(Fp), consists all the points (a,b) 

belongs to Fp on the same curve and combine at particular 

node communication O, we will call it as infinity of point in 

curve. For sending information from source to destination, 

verification of generated keys in source side and destination 

may verified using signature generation & verification 

procedures in network communication, these two procedures 

having following steps for cryptography signature 

verification in communication between different nodes. 

Step 1: Generate integers randomly Ak  , 1 1Ak N  −  

Step 2: Evaluate r = aA ||N||, where (aA; bA) = kAG. If r = 0, 

return to above step 1. 

Step 3: Evaluate ( , )Ah h m r  , h be the cryptographic 

hash function done in SHA-1 and describe the bit 

communication in left most hash  

Step 6: Calculate mod ,A A As rd h k N= +  s = 0, return to 

step 2. 

Step 5: (r; s) is the pair of signature, verification signature 

procedure having following steps in source authentication in 

network communication 

1. Checks that AQ O , else it is invalid 

2. check the communication curve 

3. Check it’s relates to QA = O 

Finally generation and verification in network message 

communication as follows: 

1 2 A A( , ) rh Q

( )A A A A A

A A A A A

A

a a sG

rd h k G rh Q

k G rh Q rh Q

k G

= −

= + −

= + −

=

 

Finally, represent a1 = r signature accepts verification  

Key management and control of different parameters 

sequences at different nodes with respect to master key and 

signature verification in wireless networks. All these 

techniques are signature node verification, based on this 

situation, it describes end-to-end communication using 

master key between different nodes, receiver verifies each 

node with master either this node contains secret key and it 

checks whether node relates to current network or not. 

Based on this criteria, our proposed approach gives efficient 

detection of DDOS and forgery related attacks with secure 

energy trade-off communication in wireless network 

systems. For Secure energy resource management in real 

time wireless networks the above procedure used to describe 

the communication between nodes in wireless ad hoc 

networks. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION  

In this section, present experimental results of proposed 

ASEATM for secure and efficient data transmission and 

communication in wireless networks. To develop this 

application, construct network with different nodes 20-100 

simulation with efficient communication, we evaluate 

performance of proposed approach packet delivery ratio, 

power consumption, network delay and other parameter in 

wireless network communication. Following figure 

describes network topology description with different 

bandwidth values in wireless networks. 

 

Fig 1 Network topology implementation with 

different node communication. 
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Fig 2 Real time data values for secure data 

communication. 

Implemented results are recommended to describe situation 

of each node with secure energy in transmission to avoid 

different parameter sequences in network communication. 

Maintain secret key/master key for all the nodes in network, 

verify each network specification with secure energy 

consumption to enable services in wireless network 

communication. Time efficiency with different values is 

described in table 1:  

Table 1 Different time values  

Different 

nodes 

ASEATM ECC+SAMA 

10 2.6 3.5 

20 2.8 3.9 

30 2.1 3.2 

40 1.8 2.9 

50 2.4 2.3 

60 2.2 3.3 

70 2.4 3.8 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Performance evaluation of time values with 

respect to node communication. 

 

Table 2 Secure energy trade-off communication in 

networks. 
Nodes ASEATM ECC+SAMA 

10 163.35 299 

20 168.66 225 

30 175.2 170 

40 260.06 425 

50 113.92 310 

60 276 320 

 

 

Fig 4 Performance evaluations of secure energy 

values. 

Finally outcomes shown in figures describe performance of 

proposed approach with respect to energy, efficient data 

transmission, delivery of different packets in different node 

communication in wireless networks. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, introduce efficient (Advanced Secure 

Energy Trade-off Model) ASETM for energy trade results in 

security efforts in wireless networks. This approach used 

elliptic curve cryptography procedure to explore efficient 

communication in wireless ad hoc networks. Discuss 

different notation of ASETM with ECC in produce secure 

routing for nodes relates to different dimensions present in 

wireless ad hoc networks. Performance evaluation of 

ASETM gives better utilization in data transmission in 

wireless ad hoc networks with existing approaches. 
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